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Put A Smile On Your Feet – Floortex 
Solves Standing Desk Strain With New 

Line Of Tactile Mats
AS THE STANDING DESK REVOLUTION EMERGED, FLOORTEX FOLLOWED THE RESEARCH 

AND USER BEHAVIOR SURROUNDING THESE NEW DESKS AND FOUND MANY OFFICE 
WORKERS REVERTED TO SITTING NOT LONG AFTER TRYING TO STAND AND WORK.

by Emily Clingman
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Two years ago, Floortex leveled up its offerings with a new line of 
AFS-TEX Active anti-fatigue mats. Today, the mats are the company’s best 
sellers.

Since 2001, Floortex — beginning with its flagship product, a polycarbon-
ate chair mat — has been at the forefront of innovation in the manufactur-
ing and marketing of surface protection products for the office, industry 
and home. The company has a network of partners and distributors in 
more than 40 countries. Its corporate headquarters are based in the U.K., 
and Floortex also has a U.S. base in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

As the standing desk revolution emerged, Floortex followed the research 
and user behavior surrounding these new desks and found many office 
workers reverted to sitting not long after trying to stand and work.

“We understood all the health benefits of the standing desk, but we were 
also learning about all the downsides of excess standing,” said John Barker, 
Floortex marketing manager. “With major installations of standing desks 
in offices, workers would report that after standing for about a half hour, 
their knees were hurting, their ankles were hurting, and they had back-
aches. So, people got turned off, but the company has spent tens of thou-
sands on these headline products.”

Barker says standing is good, but standing still is not good. And if stand-
ing desk users don’t have the right ergonomic accessories to get enthused 
about using the desks, companies might find the investment a waste.

This was Floortex’s cue to design several different styles of anti-fatigue 
mats for the active office sector, including the popular 4000x and 5000x 
AFS-TEX mats. The cushion, texture and ergonomic features encourage 
users to practice NEAT — non-exercise activity thermogenesis or activities 
that burn energy but aren’t genuine exercise.

“You need to keep moving, even if it’s micromovements, like stretching 
your ankles and moving around,” Barker said. “We know that when these 
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mats are put in, users are able to stand longer and be more comfortable 
with the whole sit-stand concept. And it has been found that when you are 
standing, you’re more alert, you’re more productive.”

The AFS-TEX series includes nine mat variations with similar features, 
including a contoured, non-linear profile for numerous standing positions, 
foot-massaging contours and raised massage pods, a recess for stretch-
ing feet and legs, an ergo bar for foot flexing and calf stretching, a durable 
polyester cover, an anti-slip base and an active antimicrobial ingredient to 
protect the product from microbial deterioration. All of the mats are cush-
ioned and comfortable.

“It’s compatible with walking down the road in a pair of solid work shoes 
versus walking down the road in a pair of Nike trainers,” Barker said. 
“You’re actually standing on something with a bit of compression. You’re 
not so jolted by every single move. Your joints aren’t as stressed.”

AFS-TEX includes two other unique products — a platform surface with 
foot-massaging roller balls and the Dynamic Active Footrest. Shaped kind 
of like an American football, the Dynamic is a cylinder to be used under the 
desk while seated in a chair. The idea is to roll, wobble and nudge around 
the footrest with one’s feet to stimulate lower body movement, thereby 
reducing fatigue and some of the negative aspects of sitting for a long time.

“We believe we have unique offerings,” Barker said, adding Floortex has 
put years of research behind its products.

The company hasn’t gone the route of third-party testing. Instead, Floor-
tex monitors the research already available in the industry and equally 
relies on feedback from ergonomics specialists, users, facilities managers 
and others that use AFS-TEX mats.

“What we’ve been doing is offering our mats to companies that have in-
stalled standing desks, so the workers can try them,” Barker said. “Because 
we know that if they have the mats onsite for just a few days, they are going 
to quickly get it, see the benefits, and they’ll want to keep on using them 
— which is great for us, obviously, because we want to sell products — but 
the key thing is, if you’re going to spend thousands of dollars on stand-up 
desks, you’ve got to have the right ergonomic accessories. Otherwise you’re 
only giving your employees half a solution.”

Barker said adding foot mats to standing desk setups is a relatively small 
expense versus the cost of the desks.

“The mats make the desks work better,” he said. “The employees feel bet-
ter about work. The company is getting more productivity. Everyone’s a 
winner.” BoF
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